1. Let ft = Hi © ... ©//" be an abelian group of permutations of a finite non-empty set S. If H t is generated by 4>i, let fy,( a ) denote the length of the cycle of 4>i containing a. For any function/on S, let A(J, ft) -{0 e ft \f(j> = / ) . In Theorem 2 we show that, if for every i i= j and oceS, s^ip) and s^fct) are relatively prime, then A(J, ft) = A(f, i/i)© ... ®A(f H n ) for all /, while in Theorem 3 we prove the natural converse.
1
;} and 7r g = {Tj, then / is equivalent to g relative to Q if and only if there exists a <f> e Q such that 0(S ( ) £ r f for i = 1,..., v. If we let g = / w e may easily prove LEMMA 
Ifcj) is a permutation ofS, then (/> is an automorphism ofa function/ifand only if the cycles of <f> (regarded as sets) form a refinement ofn f .
Suppose now that ft is abelian and that £2 = / / x © ... @H n where each H t is cyclic generated by <f>i. If <j> e fi and a e S, let ff^(a) denote the cycle of <}> containing a and s^(a) the length of <7 0 (a). 
for allfeT.
Proof. an(^ cr^( a ) cannot both be contained in <r^,(a), so that we may assume that <fy,( a )$ o^(a). Let S t -ff^(a), S 2 = •S\S 1 , 7t = {Sj, S 2 } and / be any function whose partition is 7r. Then \ji = \j/$ y eA(f, Q); but ^^A (J, H t ) , so that again (1) fails to hold.
